
Oil

This morning oil prices are steady as concerns that producers will not be able to respond to a shortfall in supply once U.S. sanctions on Iran are enact-
ed are outweighed by a gain in stockpiles in the U.S. The Brent front month was up 0,95 USD/bbl at 79,03 USD/bbl in yesterday’s session. Prices rose 
on Tuesday amid media reports that Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil exporter, was comfortable with prices climbing above 80 USD/bbl. Reuters 
reported earlier that Saudi Arabia wants oil to stay between 70 and 80 USD/bbl. OPEC and Russia are meeting the next time on the 23rd of September 
in Algeria. We expect the market to be neutral today.

Gas

After rebounding on Monday, European gas markets were seen softer again yesterday. Prompt prices are showing some minor weakness as windier 
conditions and rather warm temperatures at the moment limit the demand. Temperature levels are though moving more into the focus again with 
fall approaching, values for Central Western Europa are forecast to drop to around normal by Friday. Curve contracts coupled with movements in the 
emissions market and after an initial push higher slid once again. The NCG Winter-18 contract setteld at 27,993 EUR/MWh, down 0,518 EUR/MWh on 
the day. Some minor upside might occur today.

Coal

The European coal market saw a bit of a mixed trading session yesterday. While the front month as well as the front quarter contract started softer 
into the day, the API2 Cal-19 contract ticked up and set a new recent high of 97,00 USD/t. With emissions contracts sliding again and weighing on the 
sentiment in gas and power markets as well all contracts along the price curve fell below Monday’s closing levels. The Cal-19 finished the day at 95,63 
USD/t, down 0,13 USD/t. Some return to the upside might be in the books today.

Carbon

With its settlement at 20,23 EUR/t the Dec-18 contract was down 0,71 EUR/t yesterday. This morning the market opens in the same area. The volatility 
of the market has been substantially high during the last weeks. Some observers expect more quiet weeks ahead and maybe there is time to re-eval-
uate future prospects. In Germany, the coal phase-out schedule is under work so there might be some ideas how this might influence real demand of 
EUAs in the future. We expect rather neutral day and expected direction is sideways. The estimated price range is 19,5-20,5 EUR/t. 

Hydro

Forecasts issued this morning are more or less in line with yesterday’s forecasts and the recent trend. The next few days will be mild but rather wet, 
some minor further relaxation in the hydro balance compared to yesterday’s projection is likely. Then a shift to colder and drier weather should occur. 
Around Sunday to Monday remnants from hurricane Florence are likely to move from the UK to southern Scandinavia as a strom center. Though 
delivering strong wind levels for Denmark and northern Germany this is currently not expected to give a lot of precipitation.

Germany

The German power market faced another pullback along the whole forward price curve yesterday. On the short end fall approaching and hinting 
towards an increasing trend in wind output weighed on the nearest contracts. Longer dated contracts initially ticked up with the Cal-19 hitting 54,00 
EUR/MWh. Ultimately weaker emissions prices prevailed in setting the direction for the wider energy complex. The front year ended the day at around 
52,60 EUR/MWh after dipping as low as 52,10 EUR/MWh before. The intra-day spreads, while still rather big, showed some further contraction hinting 
at a slow down from recent volatility. Today mixed movements in a sideways pattern seem likely.

Equities

Equity indices ended positive yesterday and this morning the Asian markets are in upwards movements again. It is hard to evaluate any direction, but it 
seems that even when threats to the global growth remain, markets react on every positive sign more effectively than to negative changes. It appears 
that some portion of negative trade talks and negotiation outcomes are already priced in. The S&P 500 had its biggest gain in three weeks, largely 
because of tech stocks. We might see small gains in equity indices today.

Conclusion

Also yesterday the Nordic power market maintained its rather volatile development. At first prices were attempting a rebound above Monday’s closing. 
The YR-19 contract climbed to the day high at 37,75 EUR/MWh, while the front quarter stood at 48,05 EUR/MWh at its best. But as neighboring 
markets changed direction later into the session and headed by yet again weaker emissions contracts, the Nordic market followed suit on those 
bearish signals. The Q4-18 contract hence ended the day at 45,80 EUR/MWh, down 1,80 EUR/MWh on the day. For the YR-19 contract losses were a 
bit narrower at 0,20 EUR/MWh compared to Monday’s close, the contract settled at 36,40 EUR/MWh. Losses on the short end of the price curve were 
also attributed to further improvement in the hydro balance though. Though rather quiet this morning the market seems to rebound.
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17-sep 62,05 62,43 57,41 60,55 57,44 49,36 52,19 August 48,90 51,25 51,25 51,25 50,50 45,05 45,00 August 52,16 61,19 68,63

18-sep 49,59 56,52 56,42 56,42 56,42 45,16 49,97 Q4-18 47,40 50,60 47,63 48,90 49,65 45,95 45,90 Q4-18 52,16 64,38 90,63

19-sep 47,31 51,42 50,05 51,17 50,15 43,57 47,37 2019 42,00 43,90 38,43 39,75 41,90 36,35 36,40 2019 50,94 58,00 90,63


